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Somatostatin-expressing inhibitory (SOM) neurons in the sensory cortex consist mostly of Martinotti cells, which project ascending
axons to layer 1. Due to their sparse distribution, the representational properties of these neurons remain largely unknown. By two-
photon imaging guided cell-attached recordings, we characterized visual response and receptive field (RF) properties of SOM neurons
and parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory (PV) neurons genetically labeled in themouse primary visual cortex. In contrast to PV neurons,
SOMneurons exhibit broader spikes, lower spontaneous firing rates, smaller On/Off subfields, and broader ranges of basic RF properties
such as On/Off segregation, orientation and direction tunings. Notably, the level of orientation and direction selectivity is comparable to
that of excitatory neurons, from weakly-tuned to highly selective, whereas PV neurons are in general unselective. Strikingly, the evoked
spiking responses of SOM cells are3- to 5-fold weaker and 20–25ms delayed compared with those of PV neurons. The onset latency of
the latter is consistentwith that of inhibitory input to excitatoryneurons.These functionaldifferencesbetweenSOMandPVneurons exist
in both layer 2/3 and 4. Our results suggest that SOM and PV neurons engage in cortical circuits in different manners: while PV neurons
provide fast, strong but untuned feedforward inhibition to excitatory neurons, likely serving as a general gain control for the processing
of ascending inputs, SOMneuronswith their selective but delayed andweak inhibitionmay providemore specific gating of later arriving
intracortical excitatory inputs on the distal dendrites.
Introduction
Cortical GABAergic inhibitory neurons are morphologically,
electrophysiologically and chemically diverse (Kawaguchi and
Kubota, 1997;Markram et al., 2004). The respective contribution
of each subtype of inhibitory neurons to cortical processing re-
mains largely undetermined. Themajor difficulty exists in how to
specifically target these sparsely distributed cells in vivo. The
newly developed two-photon imaging guided recording (Margrie et
al., 2003; Liu et al., 2009; Gentet et al., 2010) of genetically labeled
specific types of neurons provides a promising approach for sys-
tematically addressing this issue. Despite the complexity of their
morphological or electrophysiological features, inhibitory neu-
rons are known to contain major neurochemically defined
groups (Gonchar and Burkhalter, 1997; Kawaguchi and Kubota,
1997). For example, in the mouse visual cortex, parvalbumin
(PV), calretinin (CR) and somatostatin (SOM) are expressed in
39%, 24%and 23%ofGABAergic neurons respectively (Gonchar
et al., 2007). PV-positive neurons are distinct from CR- and
SOM-positive neurons, while there is a partial overlap between
CR- and SOM-expressing cells (Gonchar et al., 2007; Xu et al.,
2010), unlike in the rat cortex (Gonchar and Burkhalter, 1997).
Thus, the three chemically specified subtypes together can ac-
count for a majority of total inhibitory neurons.
Previous studies have shown that PV and SOM neurons pref-
erentially target perisomatic and more distal dendritic domains
of principal neurons, respectively (Freund and Buzsa´ki, 1996;
Somogyi et al., 1998; Di Cristo et al., 2004). Based on these dif-
ferential subcellular targeting preferences, it has been postulated
that PV and SOM cells play distinct roles in regulating principal
neurons’ responses. However, the processing properties of
SOM neurons and their functional distinctions compared with
PV neurons remain unclear. In an earlier study (Liu et al., 2009),
using two-photon imaging guided cell-attached recordings in
GAD67-GFP knock-in transgenic mice, we examined the recep-
tive field (RF) properties of inhibitory neurons in layer 2/3 of the
primary visual cortex (V1). The recorded neurons were catego-
rized based on spike shape (fast-spike, FS, and regular-spike, RS),
and relatively uniform RF properties were found for FS and RS
inhibitory neurons (Liu et al., 2009). Although the FS neurons
weremost likely PV cells (Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997), the RS
inhibitory neurons were a mixture of other GABAergic subtypes.
In the present study, we applied the targeted recording technique
to more specific transgenic lines in which SOM and PV neurons
are genetically labeled respectively, and extended our investiga-
tions to layer 4. Interestingly we found that SOMneurons exhibit
distinct functional properties from PV neurons. In contrast to
generally nonselective PV neurons, SOM neurons display robust
selectivity for orientation and direction, resembling excitatory
neurons. More strikingly, visual responses of SOM neurons are
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markedly weaker and delayed compared with PV neurons. To-
gether with the morphological features of these two types of in-
hibitory neurons, we propose that while PV neurons provide a
fast and strong general gain control, SOM neurons may specifi-
callymodulate later arriving intracortical excitatory inputs on the
distal dendrites of principal neurons.
Materials andMethods
Animal preparation. All experimental procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of University of Southern
California. TheG42mouse linewasmaintained by crossing heterozygous
G42 with CB6F1/J. The GIN mice were obtained by breeding homozy-
gous GINwith C57BL/6. Heterozygous offspring were used for imaging-
guided recording experiments. Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were used for
blind recording experiments. Adult female mice (90 d old) were anes-
thetized with urethane (1.2 g/kg) and sedative chlorprothixene (0.05 ml
of 4 mg/ml). The surgery was performed as previously described (Niell
and Stryker, 2008; Liu et al., 2009). The exposed cortical surface was
applied with artificial CSF (ACSF) (containing inmM: 140NaCl, 2.5 KCl,
2.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4, 1.0 NaH2PO4, 20 HEPES, 11 glucose, pH 7.4)
when necessary.
In vivo two-photon imaging-guided recording and blind loose-patch
recording. In vivo two-photon imaging was performed with a custom-
built imaging system. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai Broad-
band, Spectra-Physics) was tuned at 890 nm with the output power at
10–60 mW for L2/3 neurons and 80–200 mW for L4 neurons, adjusted
according to the cell’s fluorescence level. Note that fluorescence in G42
line is weaker than in GIN line. For cell-attached recording, the glass
electrode, with1 m tip opening and 8–10 M impedance, was filled
with ACSF containing 0.15 mM calcein (Invitrogen). The pipette capac-
itance was completely compensated. The pipette tip was navigated in the
cortex and patched onto a fluorescent soma as previously described (Liu
et al., 2009). After confirming a successful targeting (Liu et al., 2009), the
positive pressure in the pipette (10 mbar) was then released and a
negative pressure (20–150 mbar) was applied to form a loose seal (with
80–200M resistance), which wasmaintained throughout the course of
the recording. Spike responses were recorded with an Axopatch 200B
amplifier (Molecular Devices). Loose-patch recording was made under
voltage-clamp mode and a command potential was adjusted so that the
baseline current was 0 pA. The recorded signal was filtered at 10 kHz and
sampled at 50 kHz. The depth of the patched cell was directly determined
under imaging. For blind recordings, glass electrodes with relatively
larger tip openings (5–7 M impedance) were used. With this parame-
ter, all the neurons blindly recorded showed regular spikes, suggesting
that sampling was highly biased toward excitatory neurons. Neurons
assigned to layer 2/3 were located 100–350 m beneath the pia, and
neurons assigned to layer 4 were at a depth of 375–500 m.
Visual stimulation. Software for data acquisition and visual stimula-
tion was custom-developed using LabView (National Instruments) and
MATLAB (MathWorks). Visual stimuli were provided by a 34.5 25.9
cmmonitor (refresh rate 120Hz,mean luminance12 cd/m2) placed 25
cm away from the right eye. The center of the monitor was placed at 45°
azimuth (corresponding to the monocular zone), 0° elevation, and it
covered 35° horizontally and 27° vertically of the visual field of the
mouse. To map spatial RFs, bright and dark squares over a gray back-
ground (contrast 70% and 70% respectively) within an 11  11 grid
(grid size 5°)were flashed individually (duration 200ms, interstimulus
interval  300 ms) in a pseudo-random sequence. The sign of contrast
(On or Off) was determined randomly. Each location was stimulated for
8–24 times, and the same number of On and Off stimuli were applied.
One-dimensional RFwas alsomappedwith 15 flash bright/dark bars (3°)
of preferred orientation. The On and Off subfields were derived from
responses to the onset of bright and dark stimuli respectively. Tomeasure
orientation tuning, drifting sinusoidal gratings of 12 directions (30° step)
with temporal frequency of 2 Hz and spatial frequency 0.04 cycle/° were
presented on the full screen for 2 s with an interstimulus interval of 5.5 s.
The grating started to drift 5 s after it appeared on the screen, and stopped
drifting for 0.5 s. Grating of another orientation then appeared immedi-
ately. The mean luminance of the screen was thus kept constant. The 12
patterns were presented in a random sequence, and were repeated 5–10
times. For the measurement of response modulation, drifting sinusoidal
gratings of preferred direction (with temporal frequency of 2 Hz) were
presented for 50–100 cycles, at various spatial frequencies (0.01, 0.02,
0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.32 cycle/°).
Data analysis. To analyze the spike shape, 50 individual spike wave-
forms (without filter application) were averaged. For flashing stimuli,
stimulus-evoked spikeswere countedwithin a 150ms timewindow start-
ing at the response onset. To quantify the evoked firing rate for each cell,
responses to 4–5 flash stimuli at the RF center were selected to calculate
average firing rate (baseline subtracted). For drifting gratings, spikes
were counted within a 70–2000 ms window after the onset of the drift.
The baseline activity (average spike number in the same length of dura-
tion before the onset of stimuli) was subtracted from stimulus-evoked
spike numbers. To analyze RF structure, subfieldwas identified as an area
where pixels with significant evoked responses (with peak firing rate
larger than 3 SDs of baseline level) were spatially contiguous. On andOff
subfields were fitted with 2-DGaussian ellipses. The outline of the ellipse
was determined as such that it could cross asmany pixels at the boundary
as possible. An overlap index (OI) (Hirsch et al., 2003) was calculated for
cells exhibiting both On and Off subfields. The OI is defined as:
OI 
0.5W1  0.5W2  d
0.5W1  0.5W2  d
,
where d is the distance between the centers of two ellipses,W1 andW2 are
the widths of them respectively, which are the segments of the line that
connects the two centers intercepted by the ellipses.
Themodulation ratioMR(F1)/R(F0)was calculated for responses to
gratings at optimal spatial frequency. The poststimulus spike time histo-
gram (PSTH)was first generated from all the cycles.R(F1) was calculated
from the PSTH as the amplitude of the best-fitting sinusoid at the mod-
ulation frequency (Mata and Ringach, 2005). R(F0) was the mean spike
rate during the drifting grating stimulus (baseline subtracted).
The strength of orientation selectivity was quantified with a global
measure of orientation selectivity (Dragoi et al., 2000):
Global OSI 

i
(R(i)  sin(2i))2  
i
(R(i)  cos(2i))2  
i
R(i).
i is the angle of the moving direction of the grating. R(i) is the spike
response amplitude (with baseline subtracted) at angle i. The direction
selectivity index (DSI) was defined as (Rpref  Rnull)/(Rpref  Rnull),
Rpref is the maximum response and Rnull is the response at the oppo-
site direction.
To quantify the onset latency of evoked responses, PSTH was gener-
ated from spikes evoked by all the flash stimuli (bin size  4 ms). The
onset of spiking responses was defined as the time point at which firing
rate exceeded 3 SDs of baseline level. For statistical analysis, Tamhane T2
multiple-comparison test was performed for comparisons among mul-
tiple groups, unless otherwise indicated.
Results
Targeted cell-attached recording from SOM and PV neurons
We took advantage of available transgenic lines in which SOM
and PV neurons are genetically labeled, respectively (Oliva et al.,
2000; Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004). In GIN (GFP-expressing in-
hibitory neurons) line, green fluorescence protein (GFP) is al-
most exclusively expressed by SOM neurons in the V1, and 72%
and 57% of SOM neurons are labeled by GFP in layer 2/3 and 4,
respectively (Xu et al., 2006). Fluorescent neurons are mainly
distributed in layers 2/3, layer 4 and upper layer 5 of the cortex
(Fig. 1A), as previously reported (Oliva et al., 2000). Themajority
of these fluorescent neurons exhibit bitufted morphology with
vertically or obliquely orientated primary dendrites, and they all
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exhibited an ascending axon extending into layer 1, where the axon
ramified (Fig. 1B) (see also Xu et al., 2006). These morphological
features are characteristic of Martinotti cells (Faire´n et al., 1984;
Kawaguchi andKubota, 1996;Wang et al., 2004). InG42mice, GFP
is only expressed in PV neurons, and50% of PV cells are labeled
(Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004; Xu and Callaway, 2009). Fluorescent
neurons span all cortical layers except layer 1, and they have been
physiologically described predominantly as FS basket cells (Chatto-
padhyaya et al., 2004; Sugino et al., 2006; Xu andCallaway, 2009). In
the V1 of GIN and G42 mice, we performed two-photon imaging-
guided patch-clamp recordings (TPTP) to target GFP-labeled SOM
and PV neurons (in layer 2–4), respectively (Fig. 1C). Cell-attached
recordings allowed us to detect spike signals from the patched neu-
rons without affecting their intracellular milieu. Excitatory neurons
were also blindly recorded in wild-type mice and identified by the
regular-spike shape (seeMaterials andMethods).
We recorded the neurons’ spike responses to three types of visual
stimulation: drifting sinusoidal gratings, flashing bright/dark
squares as well as flashing bright/dark bars
of optimal orientation (Fig. 1D) (see Mate-
rials and Methods). SOM and PV neurons
exhibited distinct spike waveforms (Fig.
1E). PV neurons had spikes with short
trough-to-peak (P1–P0) intervals (in layer
2/3, 0.30 0.03 ms; in layer 4, 0.27 0.05
ms,meanSD), consistentwith thenotion
that these neurons are FS cells (Kawaguchi
and Kubota, 1997; Sugino et al., 2006; Xu
and Callaway, 2009). SOM neurons exhib-
ited significantly longer P1–P0 intervals
than PV neurons ( p	 0.01, t test; in layer
2/3, 0.77 0.21 ms; in layer 4, 0.63 0.20
ms, mean  SD). These two types of neu-
rons can be separated by a P1–P0 interval of
0.4 ms (Fig. 1E). Thus, SOM neurons
mostly belong to the regular-spike (RS) in-
hibitoryneurongroupaccording to thepre-
vious categorization (Liu et al., 2009).
Interestingly, SOM neurons displayed a
broad range of P1–P0 intervals, reminiscent
of a previous report in the mouse cortex
showing that SOM neurons that do not ex-
press calretininhavenarroweractionpoten-
tial widths than those expressing calretinin
(Xu et al., 2006).However,wedidnot find a
significant bimodal distribution of P1–P0
intervals for the population of SOM cells
( p 0.05, Hartigan’s dip test). On average,
SOMneurons had significantly lower spon-
taneous firing rates than PV neurons (Fig.
1F).They also responded tovisual stimuli at
significantly lower firing rates than PV neu-
rons (Fig. 1G). Thus, the two subtypes of
inhibitoryneuronsdiffer in their spiking ac-
tivityprofiles.Ontheotherhand,SOMneu-
rons resemble excitatory neurons in the
level of spontaneous firing and spike shape
(Fig. 1H).
Receptive field properties of SOM and
PV neurons in layer 4
Layer 4 (L4) is themajor thalamorecipient
layer in the visual cortex (Felleman and
Van Essen, 1991; Callaway, 1998). Analysis of L4 responses is
crucial for the understanding of the first stage of cortical process-
ing. We first examined the RF properties of L4 inhibitory neu-
rons. An example SOM neuron is shown in Figure 2A. Under
flashing squares, the neuron exhibited clearly identifiable On and
Off spiking response regions (i.e., On and Off subfields), which
overlapped considerably with each other (Fig. 2A1). Mapping
with bars of optimal orientation also revealed largely overlapping
On and Off subfields (Fig. 2A1, bottom right). The neuron re-
sponded to the drifting sinusoidal grating at optimal orientation
and spatial frequency with weak modulation, as indicated by the
low value of modulation ratio, which is the ratio of the first har-
monic of the response at the temporal frequency of stimulus (F1
component) over themean firing rate (F0) (Fig. 2A2). Such weak
modulation of responses (i.e., F1/F0 ratio 	1) correlates well
with the RF structure that has overlapping On and Off subfields
(Liu et al., 2009). When tested with gratings moving at various
directions, the SOM cell displayed a clear preference to vertical
Figure 1. Spiking properties of SOM and PV neurons. A, Confocal image of a coronal section of the V1 of a GIN mouse. Cortical
layers are indicated. Scale bar, 120m. B, Traced morphology of example SOM neurons with their laminar locations indicated
(right). Dendrites and soma are labeled in black, and axons in red. Scale bar, 120m. C, Two-photon image of a targeted SOM
neuron at a depth of 400 m below the pia. The arrow points to the tip of the recording pipette, which was filled with ACSF
containing calcein. Scale bar, 20 m. D, Top, Example images of three different types of visual stimulation: drifting sinusoidal
gratings (left), flashing squares (middle) and flashingbars (right). Bottom, Example evoked spike responses under the correspond-
ing stimulation. E, Scatter plot of P0/P1 ratio versus P1–P0 interval for the recorded SOM and PV neurons. P1 and P0 represent the
negative and positive peak of the average spike shape, respectively. Top, Average spike shape for an example PV (left) and SOM
(right) neuron. F, Spontaneous firing rate for SOMandPVneurons in layer 4 (L4) and 2/3 (L2/3). Solid symbol indicates the average
valuewithin the group. Error bar, SD.N 37, 12, 25, and 21 (from left to right). *p	 0.05.G, Average evoked firing rate.N 20,
12, 18, and 20. **p	 0.01. H, Scatter plot of spontaneous firing rate versus P1–P0 interval for the SOM, PV, and excitatory (Ex)
neurons.
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orientation (Fig. 2A3, orthogonal to the direction of movement).
In comparison, an example L4 PV neuron also exhibited overlap-
ping On and Off subfields and weak modulation in its responses
to sinusoidal gratings (Fig. 2B1,B2). However, the PV neuron
showed similar levels of responses to all the orientations of the
gratings (Fig. 2B3), consistent with our previous results on FS
neurons (Liu et al., 2009).
Spatial RFs of 37 L4 SOMneurons and 12 L4 PVneurons were
examined. Among the SOM neurons, 32% of them did not show
significant spiking responses to flashing stimuli, 14% had ele-
vated spiking activity responding to some flashing stimuli but did
not show a clearly identifiable spatial RF, 22% exhibited subfields
for only one contrast (monocontrast), and 32% exhibited both
On and Off subfields. In contrast to the SOM neurons, all the PV
neurons exhibited clearly identifiable spatial RFs under flashing
stimuli, and only 17% of them exhibited monocontrast RFs. In
the inhibitory neurons that exhibited both On and Off subfields,
SOM cells displayed less spatial overlap betweenOn andOff sub-
fields, as indicated by the significantly lower overlap indices (OI,
see Material and Methods) compared with the PV neurons (Fig.
2C). A majority of excitatory neurons in layer 4 have monocon-
trast RFs (Liu et al., 2009). For the minority of L4 excitatory
neurons that displayed both On and Off subfields, their OIs ex-
hibited a much broader variation than the inhibitory neurons
(Fig. 2C). Thus, while excitatory neurons display from segregated
(OI  0) to completely overlapping (OI  1) On/Off RF struc-
tures, PV and SOM inhibitory neurons have overlapping or
largely overlapping RF structures, with SOM neurons displaying
less spatial overlap between On and Off subfields than PV neu-
rons. The latter notion is further supported by the stronger mod-
ulation in the responses of SOM neurons to sinusoidal gratings
than PV neurons (Fig. 2D). A majority of L4 excitatory neurons
exhibited F1/F0 ratio 1 (Fig. 2D). This is mainly because cells
with monocontrast RFs usually display strong modulation in
their responses to drifting gratings (see also Liu et al., 2009).With
regard to RF size, SOM neurons exhibited significantly smaller
subfields than PV neurons, while similar subfield sizes as excita-
tory neurons (Fig. 2E).
Nearly all the SOM neurons displayed significant spiking re-
sponses to drifting gratings, indicating that SOM neurons are
more sensitive to moving stimuli than to flashing stimuli. We
quantified the sharpness of orientation tuning with an orienta-
tion selectivity index (OSI) derived from a global measurement
(global OSI, see Materials and Methods). L4 SOM neurons ex-
hibited a broad range of orientation tunings, from weakly tuned
to strongly selective (Fig. 2F). On the other hand, L4 PV neurons
were essentially untuned to orientation, as indicated by OSI val-
ues all close to zero (Fig. 2F). Furthermore, L4 PV neurons
mostly did not show direction selectivity, as indicated by the
close-to-zero direction selectivity indices (DSI, see Material and
Figure 2. RF properties of SOM and PV inhibitory neurons in layer 4. A, An example SOM neuron. A1, Spatial RF. Left, Average spike shape. Middle, Array of poststimulus spike time histograms
(PSTHs, bin size 50ms) for responses to individual On or Off stimuli. Each pixel represents 5° in visual space. Calibration: 17.5 Hz, 200 ms. Right, Color map represents the superimposed spiking
On (red) and Off (green) subfields. The brightness of the color represents the firing rate. The maps were smoothed by bilinear interpolation. The one-dimensional map below displays responses to
flashing bars of optimal orientation (indicated by the white bar in the squaremap) at various locations. A2, Cycle average of spike responses evoked by drifting sinusoidal grating at optimal spatial
frequency. Themodulation ratio F1/F0 is indicated. A3, Polar plot of responses to moving gratings at 12 directions. Themoving direction is orthogonal to the orientation of the grating. Numbers in
parentheses represent the axial scale: the average number of evoked spikes with baseline subtracted. The global orientation selectivity index (OSI) is indicated. B, An example PV neuron. Data are
presented in the same way as in A. Calibration: 70 Hz, 200 ms in B1. C, Distribution of overlap indices (OI) for different groups of neurons. N 12, 10 and 14, respectively. Solid symbol represents
themean value. Error bar, SD. **p	 0.01.D, Distribution ofmodulation ratios for SOM, PV and excitatory neurons.N 30, 8 and 22. *p	 0.05, **p	 0.01, t test. E, Distribution of subfield sizes.
The subfield size is the average of that of On andOff subfields if bothwere detected.N20, 12, and14. **p	0.01.F, Distribution of OSI.N37, 10 and34. **p	0.01.G, Distribution of direction
selectivity indices (DSI). N 37, 10 and 34. **p	 0.01.
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Methods), whereas SOMneurons did exhibit direction selectivity
in many cells (DSI 0.3) (Fig. 2G). Thus, in layer 4, SOM neu-
rons have stronger selectivity to stimulus phase, orientation and
direction than PV neurons.
Receptive field properties of SOM and PV neurons in
layer 2/3
In our previous study in layer 2/3 of GAD67-GFP transgenic
mice, no difference in orientation tuning was observed between
FS and RS inhibitory neurons (Liu et al., 2009). However, the RS
neurons in that study should be a mixture of different subtypes.
Here, we further examined SOM and PV neurons in layer 2/3
(L2/3). Figure 3 shows two example cells. The SOM neuron (Fig.
3A1) and the PV neuron (Fig. 3B1) both showed largely overlap-
ping On and Off subfields and weak response modulation (Fig.
3A2,B2).However, the SOMneuron displayed a sharp orientation
preference, while the PVneuron did not (Fig. 3A3,B3). Spatial RFs
of 25 L2/3 SOMneurons and 21 L2/3 PVneuronswere examined.
Among the SOM neurons, 4% neurons did not show significant
spiking responses to flashing stimuli, 23% did not show clearly
identifiable spatial RFs, 27% exhibited monocontrast RFs and
46% exhibited both On andOff subfields. As for the PV neurons,
5% did not show clear spatial RFs, 28% exhibited monocontrast
RFs, and 67% exhibited both On and Off subfields. For cells
responding to both contrasts, both PV and SOM neurons pri-
marily showed overlapping On and Off subfields (Fig. 3C). Un-
like in layer 4, there was no significant difference in the level of
On/Off segregation between these two types of neurons. On the
other hand, excitatory neurons exhibited a much broader varia-
tion in their RF structures, from complete On/Off segregation
(OI  0) to complete On/Off overlap (OI  1) (Fig. 3C). Con-
sistent with the structure of spatial RFs, SOM and PV neurons
exhibited similarly low modulation ratios (Fig. 3D). L2/3 excita-
tory neuronsmostly exhibited strongmodulation in responses to
gratings (Fig. 3D), consistent with the previous report (Niell and
Stryker, 2008). It is worth noting that these cells were considered
as simple cells based on modulation ratio (Niell and Stryker,
2008). However, many of these cells in fact exhibit spatially over-
lapping On and Off subfields characteristic of complex cells (see
also Liu et al., 2009). Similarly as in layer 4, subfields of SOM
neurons are significantly smaller than PV neurons (Fig. 3E).
Also similarly as in layer 4, SOM neurons exhibited signifi-
cantly stronger orientation selectivity than PV neurons (Fig. 3F).
In fact, SOM neurons are on average as strongly orientation-
tuned as excitatory neurons ( p 0.05, t test, Fig. 3F), indicating
that SOM neurons are capable of providing orientation-selective
inhibitory inputs to principal neurons. Further more, SOM and
PV neurons in layer 2/3 differ in the level of direction selectivity,
with SOM neurons more strongly tuned ( p 	 0.05, t test, Fig.
3G). Together, our data demonstrate that SOMneurons aremost
prominently different from PV neurons in their robust orienta-
tion and direction selectivity, and these functional differences are
likely preserved across layers.
Temporal response properties of SOM and PV neurons
We next compared the temporal profile of evoked spiking re-
sponses between the two types of inhibitory neurons. Figure 4A
shows PSTHs for the responses of an example PV and SOM neu-
ron to all the flashing stimuli during RF mapping. The firing of
the PV neuron was strong and the firing rate increased rapidly
Figure 3. RF properties of SOM and PV neurons in layer 2/3. A, An example SOM neuron. Data are presented in the same manner as in Figure 2. A1, Spatial RF. Calibration: 15 Hz, 200 ms. A2,
Modulation in responses to sinusoidal gratings at optimal spatial frequency.A3, Polar plots of responses to different directions ofmoving gratings.B, An example PV neuron. Calibration: 75 Hz, 200
ms. C, Distribution of OI for different types of neurons. N 11, 14 and 35. **p	 0.01. D, Distribution of modulation ratio. N 14, 10, and 31. E, Distribution of subfield sizes. N 18, 20 and 35.
F, Distribution of global OSI. N 18, 17, 50. **p	 0.01. G, Distribution of DSI. N 18, 17, 50. **p	 0.01.
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after the stimulus onset, whereas the firing
of the SOM neuron was weak with a
slower rising phase. We determined the
onset of evoked responses of each neuron
as the time point at which firing rate ex-
ceeded 3 SDs of the baseline level (Fig. 4A,
dotted lines). Comparing neurons in the
same layer, we found that the onset laten-
cies of On responses in PV neurons were
significantly shorter than those in SOM
neurons and excitatory neurons (L4: PV
70.8  8.5 ms, SOM 91.8  17.8 ms, Ex
88.9 11.0 ms; L2/3: PV 87.2 14.0 ms,
SOM 106.8  17.7 ms, Ex 103.4  15.1
ms; mean SD) (Fig. 4C,D). Similar ob-
servations were made for Off responses
(L4: PV 72.1 10.5 ms, SOM 98.8 22.5
ms, Ex 89.0  10.7 ms; L2/3: PV 95.0 
14.1 ms, SOM 115.7  19.7 ms, Ex
118.1 12.1ms). For all the three types of
neurons, response latencies in layer 4were
significantly shorter than in layer 2/3 ( p	
0.05 and p 	 0.01 for On and Off re-
sponses respectively, t test), consistent
with the direction of information flow
within the cortex, i.e., from layer 4 to su-
pragranular layers (Callaway, 1998). We
next compared the onset timing of spiking
responses of inhibitory neurons with that
of inhibitory inputs to excitatory neurons.
Inhibitory and excitatory synaptic re-
sponses to flashing stimuli were recorded
under voltage-clamp recordings (Liu et
al., 2010), with the cell’s membrane po-
tential clamped at 0 mV and70 mV re-
spectively (Fig. 4B). As summarized in
Figure 4, C and D, the onset of spiking
responses of SOM neurons was signifi-
cantly delayed relative to that of inhibi-
tory input to excitatory neurons, when
comparisons weremade between neurons
in the same layer or between L4 SOMneu-
rons and L2/3 excitatory neurons ( p 	
0.05, t test). On the other hand, the onset of inhibitory inputs was
not different from that of spiking responses of PV neurons (Fig.
4C,D), suggesting that the initial inhibition onto excitatory neu-
rons is most likely provided by PV but not SOM neurons. Fur-
thermore, the population PSTHs for PV and SOM neurons
indicate that the evoked firings of SOM cells not only started late
but also peaked late compared with PV cells (Fig. 4E,F). These
data provide strong in vivo evidence that PV neurons participate in
the fast feedforward inhibition (Gabernet et al., 2005; Cruikshank et
al., 2007), whereas SOM neurons provide delayed feedback inhibi-
tion (Silberberg andMarkram, 2007).
Discussion
It has been shown extensively that cortical GABAergic inhibitory
neurons can be categorized into distinct groups according to
their expressed chemical markers. New studies have begun to
reveal the potential correlation between the expression of molec-
ular markers and the morphology and physiology of inhibitory
neurons (Markram et al., 2004; Sugino et al., 2006; Dumitriu et
al., 2007). Knowledge on the in vivo responses of different sub-
types of inhibitory neurons is crucial for the understanding of
their specific contributions to cortical processing as well as the
organization of functional neural circuits. However, in almost all
the previous in vivo studies in the visual cortex (Swadlow, 1988;
Azouz et al., 1997; Hirsch et al., 2003; Cardin et al., 2007; Niell
and Stryker, 2008; Nowak et al., 2008), the recorded presumptive
inhibitory neurons were not further identified by the expression
of molecular markers. Genetic labeling thus provides an invalu-
able tool for the targeted examination of desired inhibitory cell
types.
Differential functional properties of SOM and PV neurons
In this study, we applied in vivo imaging guided recordings to
GFP-labeled SOM and PV neurons in specific transgenic mouse
lines. We found differential response and RF properties between
SOMandPVneurons. SOMneurons exhibit broader spikewave-
forms, much lower levels of spontaneous and evoked firing activ-
ity, smaller On/Off subfields, somewhat less spatial overlap
betweenOn andOff subfields, stronger orientation and direction
selectivity as well as longer response latencies than PV neurons.
Figure 4. Temporal properties of spike responses. A, PSTH for an example L4 PV and SOM neuron, generated from responses
evokedby all the flash stimuli in RFmapping. Theonset of stimulus is at time0. Dotted line indicates the onset of significant spiking
responses.B, Average inhibitory (0mV) and excitatory (70mV) responses recorded in an excitatory neuron to flash stimuli at the
RF center. Dotted line indicates the response onset. C, Onset latency of On spiking responses for different types of neurons in layer
4 and that of inhibitory and excitatory inputs to excitatory neurons in layer 4. Error bar, SD.N 21, 14, 12, 13, and 13 respectively.
**p	 0.01. #p	 0.05, t test. $p	 0.01, paired t test. D, Onset latencies for neurons in layer 2/3. Error bar, SD. N 22, 18, 20,
30, and 30. **p	 0.01. #p	 0.05, t test. $p	 0.01, paired t test. E, Summed PSTH for PV and SOM populations in layer 4. PSTH
was generated from summed spike time distribution for responses to 4–5 flash stimuli at RF centers of all the neurons within the
group. Firing ratewas then normalized to that of the peak firing rate of the PV population. Arrowhead points to the timing of peak
firing. F, Summed PSTH for PV and SOM populations in layer 2/3.
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Our results onPVneurons are in general consistentwith previous
studies of fast-spiking neurons (Niell and Stryker, 2008) as well as
of inhibitory neurons as a population in mouse visual cortex
(Sohya et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009). Nonetheless, it should be
noted that GFP expression in themouse lines used in this study is
restricted to subsets of SOMorPV expressing neurons. It remains
to be further addressed whether the recordings made from these
mouse lines are representative of all SOM or PV neurons. Our
current study does not exclude the possibility that there are well
tuned PV neurons which do not express GFP in the G42 line.
The findings on the significant levels of orientation and
direction selectivity of SOM neurons are surprising and were
not expected based on the previous reports, which showed that
inhibitory neurons are primarily untuned or only weakly tuned
to orientation (Sohya et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009). The discrep-
ancy between the current and previous observations may be at-
tributed to several factors. First, as we have demonstrated in this
study, the evoked spiking responses of SOM neurons are several-
fold weaker than PV neurons. Since the level of Ca2 signals
highly depends on spike number and firing rate, it is possible that
in the Ca2 imaging study (Sohya et al., 2007) responses of many
SOM neurons had failed to be detected due to a low signal/noise
ratio. Second, it has been shown that SOM-positive cells account
for almost half of non-PV inhibitory neurons (Gonchar et al.,
2007). Therefore, in our earlier study (Liu et al., 2009) a signifi-
cant portion of the recorded RS inhibitory neurons would pre-
sumably be SOMneurons. However, the recordings in that study
likely contained sampling biases, due to a heterogeneous GFP
expression level in theGAD67-GFP line and a tendency to record
from brightly labeled neurons. If SOMneurons in themouse line
express GFP at low levels, the recordings could have been highly
biased toward non-SOM neurons. Third, the GAD67-GFP line
used in the previous studies harbors a deletion of one copy of
GAD67 gene. This may affect the development of inhibitory cir-
cuits (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2007), and possibility results in re-
duced functional selectivity of some inhibitory neurons.
The functional differences between SOM and PV neurons
may reflect different patterns of synaptic inputs they receive.
Here we propose two potential mechanisms for the different ori-
entation selectivity levels in SOM and PV neurons. In the rodent
visual cortex, a systematic spatial organization of orientation-
tuned neurons is absent (Ohki et al., 2005). One possibility is that
PV neurons unselectively receive feedforward and recurrent ex-
citatory inputs from cells with different orientation tunings,
whereas SOMneurons connectmore specifically with neurons of
similar orientation tunings. Another potentialmechanism is sug-
gested by the finding that SOM neurons exhibit lower levels of
firing activity than PV neurons, likely due to a higher spike
threshold and/or a weaker excitatory drive (Bartley et al., 2008).
In any case, the selectivity of spiking responses of SOM neurons
would be more greatly sharpened due to a stronger thresholding
effect, even if their synaptic inputs are similarly weakly tuned as
PV neurons (Priebe and Ferster, 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2010).
The delayed spiking responses of SOM neurons compared
with PV neurons may be attributed to two factors. First, PV neu-
rons have been shown to receive stronger thalamocortical and
intracortical excitatory inputs than SOM neurons (Gibson et al.,
1999; Beierlein et al., 2003; Bartley et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2008).
The EPSPs generated by these inputs also have shorter rise times
in PV neurons than SOM neurons, suggesting that PV neurons
can spike faster. Second, although the excitatory inputs to SOM
neurons are weak, they are facilitating and can be summated
during trains of high-frequency stimulation (Reyes et al., 1998;
Beierlein et al., 2003; Kapfer et al., 2007; Silberberg andMarkram,
2007; Bartley et al., 2008), resulting in delayed spiking of SOM
neurons. Interestingly, it has been shown in vitro that under a
train of high-frequency thalamocortical stimulation, spiking of
PV neurons can be evoked immediately but sustains only tran-
siently, whereas spikes of SOM neurons are activated after a sig-
nificant delay but sustain more persistently (Tan et al., 2008).
Functional implications on SOM and PV neurons
The distinct RF and temporal response properties of SOM and
PV neurons suggest that they may play specific roles in the func-
tional cortical circuitry. Previous studies have shown that FS (PV)
neurons are strongly and preferentially targeted by feedforward
connections both from thalamus to layer 4 (Agmon and Con-
nors, 1992; Gibson et al., 1999; Beierlein et al., 2003; Gabernet et
al., 2005; Cruikshank et al., 2007) and from layer 4 to layer 2/3
(Dantzker and Callaway, 2000; Xu and Callaway, 2009). FS neu-
rons also connect strongly to their neighboring pyramidal neu-
rons (Beierlein et al., 2003; Yoshimura and Callaway, 2005), and
are thus in a good position to provide feedforward inhibition at
each stage of cortical processing (Swadlow, 2003). The strong
firing, fast action and perisomatic targeting of PV neurons indi-
cates that they can tightly control the spiking of their target neu-
rons in a timely manner (Wehr and Zador, 2003; Tan et al., 2004;
Gabernet et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2010). The largely nonselective
inhibition provided by PV neurons can therefore serve as a gen-
eral gain control, whichmay be crucial formaintaining the sharp-
ness of orientation selectivity of excitatory neurons in the face of
increasing stimulus contrast (Troyer et al., 1998; Ferster and
Miller, 2000). On the other hand, SOM neurons may be more
involved in providing feedback inhibition, since they do not im-
mediately respond to ascending excitatory inputs. Interestingly,
they preferentially synapse onto distal dendrites and dendritic
tufts of pyramidal neurons (Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1996;
Thomson and Deuchars, 1997; Somogyi et al., 1998; Di Cristo et
al., 2004; Silberberg and Markram, 2007), where intracortical
lateral and feedback excitatory inputs are more likely localized
(Petreanu et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2009). Late spiking and
feature-selective SOM neurons are thus in a good position to
locally interact with late arriving intracortical excitatory inputs
and provide a more specific gating of these inputs. As the spiking
responses of SOM neurons are much weaker than PV neurons,
and the inhibitory synapsesmade by SOMneurons on pyramidal
neurons are weaker than those by PV neurons (Xiang et al., 2002;
Beierlein et al., 2003; Bartley et al., 2008), it seems that SOM
neurons play a minor role in modulating response properties of
pyramidal neurons. However, it is possible that inhibition medi-
ated by SOM neurons can be more strongly engaged under spe-
cific stimulation paradigms that drive intensive cortical activity.
To further address the functional significance of inhibitory neu-
rons and the synaptic circuitry they participate in, it is essential to
understand the nature of sensory-driven synaptic input to differ-
ent subtypes of inhibitory neurons. This cannot be simply de-
rived from the spiking response. Future in vivo intracellular
experiments are required to determine the spatial and temporal
patterns of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to SOM and PV neu-
rons, respectively.
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